
 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 

TO: Mayor and City Council 
 City Manager Norman McNickle 
 
FROM: Monty Karns, Director of Transportation 
 
DATE: February 20, 2019 
 
RE: Options for Consideration for 6th Avenue Corridor between Western Road and Perkins Road 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) has developed an eight year construction plan. 
Included in the plan for FY 2025, is a project to reconstruct Sixth Avenue (SH 51) from just west of Western 
Road to just east of the railroad tracks between Lowry Street and Perkins Road.   
 
ODOT has completed a conceptual study and provided a set of drawings.  The conceptual typical section 
for the majority of the route shows a five lane facility with the center lane being designated as a left turn 
lane and the constructing of five-foot wide sidewalks on both sides of the street.  Included in the project 
are improvements to the existing drainage system with other improvements being new traffic signals.  The 
conceptual plan requires a minimum amount of new right-of-way acquisitions and suggests the removal of 
as many utilities from the corridor as possible.    
 
A summary of traffic counts and accident history follows: 
 

 2017 ODOT AADT (Annual Average Daily Traffic) counts through the project range from 19,800 
just west of Western Road to approximately 16,000 at the hospital to 18,100 near Main Street. 
 

 City of Stillwater ADT (Average Daily Traffic) counts show over 20,000 through the corridor with 
peak hour lane counts from 600 to 900 vehicles per hour. 

 
 There are over 100 driveways, alleys, or street return connections. 

 

 Accident data for last six years: 
o 601 collisions 
o 5 pedestrians 
o 2 fatalities 
o 190 injury 
o Over 400 property damage only 

 

 Accident type: 
o 48% Rear-end 
o 37% Angle turning/right angle 

 

 Comparison to State rate for similar roadways: 
o 2.5 times greater for overall collisions 
o 3 times greater for injury collisions 
o 2.5 times greater for fatal collisions 



  
 
Much of Sixth Avenue is the original construction from fifty years ago and City staff believes any proposed 
improvements would have a similar life span.  Therefore, it is prudent for the City to consider what 
improvements to the corridor might be desirable for the future and what steps might be taken during the 
planning and design phases of the project to help facilitate those possible improvements.   
 
Items to consider include: 

 types of developments that might occur along the corridor with appropriate zoning changes; 

 streetscapes; traffic signals;, provisions for non-automobile forms of transportation; and 

 connectivity between downtown and OSU and between the north and south sides of the corridor. 

Last fall, members of the City Manager’s Office, planning staff, transportation and stormwater services 
staff, and utility groups met to discuss possible scenarios.  Included in the discussion was the feasibility of 
relocating electric, water and sewer utilities from the corridor and serving customers from the rear or side 
streets.  In most instances, staff believes not only is it feasible but also desirable for these utility relocates 
to occur.  Many of the facilities are nearing the end of their design life and certainly over the next 50 years 
would require replacement.  Removing these facilities from the corridor now would reduce disruption in 
the future and would get many of the facilities out from under pavement.  Relocating the overhead electric 
and communication lines would greatly enhance the aesthetics of the 6th Avenue corridor. 
 
Discussion: From a transportation planning standpoint, different typical sections are appropriate for use 
throughout the corridor.  From Western to Monroe, additional rights-of-way would create a boulevard 
type street.  Monroe to the end of the project is heavily commercial and would be enhanced with concrete 
islands at certain locations to restrict left turn movements and/or provide pedestrian safety islands.  The 
different typical sections would become separate and distinct “districts” with identifying streetscape 
elements. 
 
In keeping with the City Council multi-modal policy, City Staff asked the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory 
Committee (BPAC) for input.  BPAC met on January 31st and again on February 11th.  The discussion 
centered on the following points: 
 

 A three lane facility with wider pedestrian and bicycle paths is seen as a better alternative than a 5-
lane facility. 

 Creating a boulevard type street similar to the concept for Duck Street that provides wider 
pedestrian paths and bicycle tracks. 

 Establish bicycle corridors to the north and south of Sixth Avenue to accommodate bicycle and 
perhaps more pedestrian access across town. 

 Establish north-south routes across 6th Avenue to provide improved access and connectivity 
between the neighborhoods. Kings Highway is the only signal between Western and Monroe and 
because of the configuration of the streets it is difficult for bicyclist to use. 

 Improve pedestrian crossing at several points along the corridor 

 Improve connectivity for pedestrians and other alternative forms of transportation between OSU 
and downtown. 

 Analyze whether a bypass around town would be economically detrimental to the 
community/downtown 

 Analyze other in-town bypass routes such as along 12th Avenue. 

 Consider installing improved alternative transportation improvements prior to construction to 
encourage other forms of transportation and reduce the congestion during construction through 
the corridor.  

 From a timing of construction standpoint, BPAC has an excellent suggestion for construction of the 
alternate transportation facilities to occur before the reconstruction of 6th Avenue 



  
 
Members of BPAC are present to discuss these points further.  City Transportation staff has strong 
concerns about a 3-lane typical section through the corridor given the existing traffic volumes, peak hour 
volumes, future traffic growth, and the number of conflict points (drive ways and street returns).   
 
Staff believes at a minimum the following options should be evaluated: 
 

 ODOT’s conceptual plan with the inclusion of districts and streetscapes and alternate 
transportation corridors on the north and south side of the 6th Avenue. 

 A boulevard concept from Western to Monroe incorporating wider pedestrian paths and bicycle 
tracks. 

 An analysis of a bypass around the community including opportunities for a road diet on 6th 
Avenue and the impact on the community and, in particular, downtown. 

There may be other options the Council desires to see considered. 
 
This is an exciting and challenging time for our community.  Partnering with ODOT and other stake holders 
will improve the quality of life for decades into the future.  With the financial commitments to purchase 
rights-of-way and to fund other improvements, staff will investigate whether some of the elements such as 
alternate corridors to the south and north may be eligible for funding from other sources.   
 
The update to the Stillwater Transportation Enhancement Plan will include a recommendation to widen 
Western Road from 12th Avenue to 6th Avenue.  This project is included in the 5-year capital improvement 
plan.  Presently, ODOT has the improvements for 6th Avenue programed for FY 2025.  If the alternate 
corridors are chosen, and if funding can be secured for them and for the Western Avenue improvements, 
then congestion along the corridor could be mitigated by providing alternate routes for bicyclists and 
automobiles (not trucks).   
 
With the concept plan from ODOT and the ideas from BPAC presented, staff are seeking direction from the 
Council for additional planning and design phases of the 6th Avenue corridor. 
 
 
 
 


